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Non-powered flight vehicles such as kites can provide a means of transmitting wind
energy from higher altitudes to the ground via tethers. At Delft University of Technology,
construction and testing of such a high altitude wind machine is ongoing. The concept is
called the Laddermill. It generates energy by pulling a line under high tension from a drum
with a kite and retrieving it under low tension. The change in tension is achieved by
changing the angle of attack and flight pattern of the kite. Although there is increased world
wide interest for systems to extract wind energy from higher altitudes with kites, research
into kite properties is limited. Such research however is required to enable the design of
purpose-built kites for energy extraction. This paper presents testing of surf kites that was
performed for model validation. Various models are discussed: a point model, a flexible
multi-plate model and a rigid-body arc shaped model. Mathematical modeling and
numerical simulations of the kite based on test data are presented.

I

I.

Introduction

NTEREST in alternative energy sources has grown in the past decade due to the ever-increasing price of nonrenewable energy such as coal, gas, and oil. In recent years, there has been a concerted effort by governments
around the world to increase the availability of renewable energy, resulting in regulations for the amount of
renewable energy a country should produce. In the year 2000, 1.2% of the consumption of Dutch electricity came
from renewable sources [1]. In 2000, the Dutch government set new targets to comply with the Kyoto protocol,
which aims to reduce the Dutch CO2 emissions. The broad target is to generate 5% of the electricity demand from
renewable sources by 2010, increasing to 10% by 2020 [1]. Among the sources that are considered “renewable” that
can potentially be used for large-scale energy production are solar, hydroelectricity, wind, and biomass.
Unfortunately, these technologies can only supply small amounts of energy per installed unit. The Laddermill [2,3],
a novel concept for extracting wind energy from high altitudes, aims to produce a quantum leap in “environmentally
clean” electricity generation. The Laddermill concept has renewed interest in kite and tether dynamics.
The extraction of energy from the wind dates back hundreds of years, and is most commonly associated with
windmills for pumping water or grinding grain by generating rotational motion from an array of blades. Typical
windmills and wind turbines, beginning with the Hallady-Perry windmill design of the 1920s and 1930s, have been
continually refined, altered, and developed over the decades in attempts to improve the efficiency of the designs.
This has often only created small improvements in the system output. Many modern wind turbines are placed well
above the ground at altitudes up to 120 m due to the fact that wind speeds increase dramatically with altitude. At
altitude, factors such as turbulence, wind shear, and lack of other obstructions allows the wind to achieve much
higher steady-state conditions than can be achieved at ground level.
In terms of an everyday usage and efficiency, ground-based wind turbine systems cannot be expected to generate
a sufficient quantity of electricity relative to demand. One of the major problems with current technology for
extracting energy from the wind is that long studies must be conducted to determine the optimal location for
particular “wind farms” because of the extreme variability and intermittency of winds close to the Earth’s surface.
This, coupled with the cost of constructing wind farms and the low energy output from individual wind turbines
leads to a relatively inefficient method for large-scale production of power. Another difficulty associated with the
conventional wind farm is noise pollution, which limits the sizes of particular wind farms [4].
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The fact that wind is relatively slow close to the ground has long been known. The Earth’s surface creates a
boundary layer type effect so that winds generally increase with altitude according to a power-law at low-altitudes
α

[5]. A typical form of the variation of wind speed with altitude is given by V = Vr (h / hr ) where V is the wind
speed at altitude h, the subscript r refers to some reference velocity and height, and α is a surface friction
coefficient that varies from 0.10 for smooth surfaces such as a lake or ocean to 0.40 for an urban area with tall
buildings [6]. However, the true wind patterns depend on a complex interaction of solar flux, the Earth’s rotation,
and a variety of other factors so that winds at higher altitudes are generally present even when the wind at ground
level may be nonexistent. For example, solar radiation and the effects of Earth rotation combine to create two major
jet streams: the Sub-Tropical Jet and the Polar Front Jet, each of which are located at latitudes between 30 and 40
deg in each hemisphere [7]. The average wind speed in the jet streams can be on the order of 40 m/s, increasing to
even higher values in some parts. This is a significant wind source that is in many respects permanent, which should
be contrasted with surface wind speeds on the order of 5 m/s, and which have considerable variations. Furthermore,
the power generated by wind turbines does not merely increase linearly with wind speed, but rather by the cube of
the wind velocity. Hence, doubling the wind speed increases the available power by eight times. It is this fact that
has lead many researchers to propose various concepts for extracting electricity from higher altitudes. Figure 1
shows the average wind speed versus altitude over a 20 year period for a location in The Netherlands.
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Fig. 1. Average windspeed over the Netherlands versus the altitude [2].
The idea of using airborne windmills for electricity generation was investigated at least as far back as the 1930s
[8,9]. The company Sheldahl, Inc., placed a French-made generator (4-blade, 6.8 ft diameter) on a tethered balloon
in the late 1960s and generated about 350 Watts of power. According to Manalis [8,9], several proposals were
placed to the National Science Foundation and the Energy Resources Development Administration in the United
States in the mid-70s to research the possibility of generating power from an airborne windmill. These were denied
because of possible hazards to aircraft and were deemed not to be economical. However, communications aerostats
have been placed in a number of areas at high altitudes where air traffic is minimal. M.L. Jacobs produced thousands
of aerogenerators between 1930 and 1960 in the U.S., which had very reliable performance for nearly 20 years.
Advances in technology, as well as the novelty of the idea, has caused it to persist so that proposals for such systems
are still being made.
Riegler and Riedler [10], and Riegler et al. [11] proposed the idea of using a turbine wind generator mounted on
a tethered balloon or aerostat. Six symmetrically arranged wind turbines (double-bladed, horizontal axis turbines)
were proposed to be attached to the balloon just behind its center of gravity. Onda and Morikawa [12] investigated
using a lighter-than-air platform for telecommunication purposes powered via solar power. They preferred to use an
aerostat arrangement over a rigid aircraft-type platform because of the fact that an aircraft tends to increase in
weight faster than increases in lift as the size increases.
Roberts and Shepard [7] described the concept of a rotorcraft situated near-permanently in the upper atmosphere
for generating electricity. The main design utilizes an airframe with two or more identical rotors inclined at a
controlled angle to the windstream. The rotors are designed to generate electricity as well as providing lift to support
the airframe. The tether would be constructed as an aluminium-Spectra composite. Spectra is a high strength fibre,
which is required to withstand the high tensile loads generated in the tether due to drag. Aluminium is necessary for
conducting the electricity from the turbines to a ground station. Roberts and Shepard provide an analysis of the

system and showed that on average, at sites in Australia and the U.S., landings would be necessary for about 30
hours per week with more frequent landings in summer due to lack of sufficient wind. Although [7] is a relatively
new reference, the concept dates back to at least 1979 [13]. Fletcher [14] discussed using a system consisting of a
platform with rotary wings to provide power from the jet stream. A Kevlar tethering cable was suggested with
aluminium conductors for the transmission of power to the ground. In this analysis, the rotary wing concept was
suggested to have very high operating costs because of the need to replace the key components frequently.
Furthermore, Rye [15] performed a linear stability analysis of the tethered rotorcraft and found that the system is
stable for short tether lengths, but becomes unstable for long cables. This implies that active control would be
required to stabilize the system at high altitudes.
Fry and Hise [16] suggested a tethered system supported by balloons or gliders with wind driven rotors affixed
along the length of the tether to generate power. Kling [17] suggested a tethered aerostat carrying at least one
gimbal-mounted rotor for generating power. Pugh [18] suggested wind generators at altitude suspended by a kite or
similar arrangement. A number of other concepts for extracting wind energy through tethered systems at high
altitudes have also been proposed. Many of these concepts also propose to locate the electric generator at altitude
[19-23]. Mouton and Thompson [24] suggested a lighter-than-air craft (tubular aircraft) attached to a tether. Power
is transmitted mechanically to electrical generators on the ground by power-transmission cables bridging between
drive sheaves at the turbine wheels and driven sheaves at the generators.
One of the major drawbacks of the aforementioned systems is that the power generator is collocated with the
wind energy source. This means that the system must support a significant load in addition to the cable loads. This
raises some problems in launching the system to the desired altitude, but more significantly introduces additional
costs. An alternative concept was proposed by Ockels [2], where power is generated by a series of high-lifting wings
or kites that move a cable through an electric generator. The closed-cable consists of an upside and downside. The
wings on the upside operate at high angles of attack generating high lift and pull the cable upwards, whereas the
wings on the downside generate very low lift. The difference in tension at the ground winch causes the cable to be
pulled through the generator, generating electric power. It is proposed that the wings would be constructed of light
material or inflatable structures so that a soft landing would be assured in case of lulls in the wind. Meijaard et al.
[25] developed a mathematical model for the system including the effect of blade dynamics and found that the blade
rotation is unstable in the presence of disturbances. Lansdorp and Ockels [26] also suggested the idea of a pumping
mill, which consists of a single cable with connected wings (essentially half a Laddermill). This concept is like the
Laddermill except that the cable is moved up and down alternately. It was concluded that the pumping mill is a
lighter-weight option. The pumping mill is also a preferable option from the point-of-view of simplicity. In this
paper, the term Laddermill is used throughout to refer to the pumping mill operation of the system.
Bolonkin [27] presented a number of concepts for extracting wind energy from high altitudes based primarily on
the concepts developed in [7]. He proposed a system with a high altitude rotor deployed below a stabilized body and
suggested using the rotor as an autogyro if the wind drops below a given threshold. Other designs include a closedloop cable with forward and backward blades that “rotate” as the cable is driven, which is basically the Laddermill
concept, except that it is supported by a balloon. The system would be placed at an altitude of 10 to 12 km at
latitudes between 20 and 35 deg.
Loyd [28] noted that kites have been used for hundreds of years for pulling or lifting loads. He suggested that a
kite could be used to fly a closed-path downwind of a tether and transverse to the direction of the wind. This type of
maneuver increases the crosswind airspeed by a factor of the lift-to-drag ratio of the kite. The lift could then be used
to both support the kite and to generate power. He suggested either using the tether tension to “pull a load”, or using
an air turbine on the kite itself, to generate power. Using conventional 1980s technology, he suggested that a single
machine’s output would be roughly 3 times that of a ground-based turbine. Studies of the shape of the kite and
tether have been performed. Varma and Goela [29] and Goela et al. [30] determined the shape of a kite tether under
wind loading and showed that it can be significantly different from the standard catenary shape, whereas Jackson
[31] derived the optimum shape for tension kites based on lifting-line theory.
Payne and McCutchen [32] suggested different types of tethered “self-erecting” structures (autogyro-helicopter,
paramill, sailplane) to extract power at altitude. The energy that is extracted is transmitted to the ground by one of
the following: 1) a windmill carried at altitude drives an electrical generator and conducted to the ground, 2) one or
two tethered aircraft are controlled to fly large diameter circles with the tether ends connected to a lever arm on the
ground whose vertical axis is fixed to a power generation device, 3) the tethered aircraft are controlled to zig-zag in
the wind which rotates a small lever on the ground. Loeb [33] suggested using a tether with a train of parakites or
modified parachutes to convert wind energy into rotational energy to allow the line to be pulled off a drum. Using
canopy lines, the parakites could be selectively collapsed to allow the tether to be reeled in. The shaft output

provides energy either by operation of standard electrical generators or air compressors. Another concept utilizing a
sail or buoyant wing was suggested by Lois [34].
Carpenter [35] described a method for extracting energy from the wind using a tethered kite/aircraft. Instead of
using a generator on the kite, the tether is pulled off a drum that drives a rotor. The kite is remotely controlled such
that its angle of attack is manipulated as a function of position downwind. Three modes of operation were
described. In each mode, power is generated when the kite travels downwind pulling the tether off the drum.
Upwind travel consumes energy, and the three modes proposed are aimed to reduce the energy expended. The first
mode increases the angle of attack at the completion of the downwind journey to cause the kite to increase altitude.
The angle of attack is then controlled to cause the kite to move upwind and downward to its starting point. The
second mode simply decreases the angle of attack at the completion of the downwind journey, thereby decreasing
the tether tension, and the kite is simply reeled back in. The final mode is proposed to alter the surface area of the
kite to change the lift and thereby the tension in the tether. The design of a variable surface paraglider was
described by Hoisington [36], who also noted that when a paraglider reduces its angle of attack, the wing becomes
more likely to collapse. Thus, the variable area concept leads to better stability of the paraglider.
One of the major challenges for the Laddermill is controlling the kite position and attitude for long-term
operations. Optimal control for the Laddermill has been presented in previous work [37,39], where the objective
was to generate maximum power. The result is a set of open-loop trajectories as a function of wind speed that must
be tracked in real-time. In [40], closed-loop real-time control was used to stabilize the kite trajectories around the
optimal trajectories. In the previous work described in [37-40], the kite was not modeled in detail. This paper seeks
to introduce different kite models that can be utilized for lower-level control design so that better performance
predictions can be made. In particular, we depart from the point mass models used in the previous work, and treat
the kite as a rigid body. Parameter identification is performed using data gathered by remotely operating the kite. A
proprietary control algorithm is used to close-the-loop with the kite steering control actuators. Robust tracking
control is shown here for the first time.

II. The Laddermill
The Laddermill concept makes use of lifting bodies, called kites or wings, connected to a cable that stretches into
the higher regions of the atmosphere, as shown in Fig. 2. The lower part of the cable, about 10% of the total length is
wound around a drum. The tension that the kite creates in the cable pulls it off the drum, thus driving the generator.

Fig. 2. Artist’s impression of the Laddermill during operation near a major city.

When the kite is ascending, the attitude of the kite is such that it generates high lift. This can be done by
increasing the apparent wind by flying the kite across the wind [28] and/or by increasing the angle of attack.
Optimized trajectories show that the kite should be operated at its maximum angle of attack throughout the power
generation phase. Once the cable has been pulled off the drum, the system begins the retrieval phase where the
cable is wound back around the drum. This phase is the most important in terms of generating surplus energy. The
cable tension must be significantly smaller during retrieval than during the power generating phase. This means that
the kite lift must be reduced to a minimum. The cable cannot be pulled in too rapidly, since it induces apparent
wind at the kite, increasing the lift force. Lift reduction can be achieved by flying the kite out of the power zone. A
high ratio between the cable tension when ascending and descending will increase the power output and efficiency
of the Laddermill. Only the lower ~10% of the cable will be retrieved. The rest of the cable with the wings or kites
attached will always remain airborne during normal operation. In case of windless conditions the whole Laddermill
will be retrieved. Preliminary simulations show this will occur about 40 times per year.
The installed power of a Laddermill can be higher than that
of conventional windmills. Since the wings are high up in the
air, their size is not limited like the blades of a conventional
windmill. Large controllable kites are thus an enabling
technology for the Laddermill. Preliminary results with
remotely controllable kites exist [41]. Higher installed power
will lead to a larger cable diameter and a larger, ground-based,
generator. Larger single-unit outputs are expected to decrease
the cost per kWh. Fig. 3 shows a successful Laddermill test
where about 1 kW of power was generated using a 10 m2 Peter
Lynn Bomba surf kite.

III. Kite Modeling
A. Point Mass Model
The simplest representation of the kite is a point mass
model that neglects the attitude dynamics and flexible modes.
This type of crude model is useful for preliminary analysis of
flight trajectories and rough performance analysis of kite
systems. The only parameters that are used for aerodynamic
modeling are the lift and drag of the kite. Motion control is
modeled by manipulating the kite angle of attack and roll angle
around the velocity vector, or alternatively their rates.
Examples of this type of model can be found in [37-40]. It’s
use for high fidelity simulation and low level control design is
extremely limited.

Fig. 3. Laddermill testing.
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Fig. 4. Lift and drag forces on a point mass kite model.

Fig. 4 illustrates the basic definition of the forces on a point mass kite. The drag force is assumed to directly
oppose the velocity vector with no sideslip. The lift vector is perpendicular to the apparent wind, Vrel . Note that
it’s direction is governed by the “roll” of the kite relative to the apparent wind. This is often denoted the velocity
roll angle. For trajectory design, this roll angle is treated as a pseudocontrol. For a rigid body aircraft, it is
relatively straightforward to determine the required attitude as a function of time from the pseudocontrols.
However, for a surf kite, the kite itself does not produce the directional changes entirely through a roll or bank
maneuver. Instead, the arc-shape is physically deformed. The deformation changes the direction of the forces and
induces moments on the kite. These all contribute to the mechanism for controlling the kite motion.
B. Rigid Body Model
Most aircraft flight dynamics and control is performed using six degree of freedom models, which treats the
aircraft as a rigid body. The position, velocity, attitude, and angular velocity are outputs from the model. These are
driven as a function of the forces and moments applied to the body. The fidelity of such models depends on the
aerodynamic parameter modeling. Surf kites can also be modeled using this approach. This has the advantage that
the attitude of the kite must be controlled via the application of forces/moments and therefore low-level control
design can be performed. It is also possible to extend such rigid models to include various flexible modes
superimposed on the rigid body motion. We now proceed to derive a basic 6-DOF kite model for simulation
purposes.
1. Kite Geometry
To model the kite, we treat it as a rigid body acted upon by external forces and moments. The shape of the kite
is fixed during simulation in the simplest representation. However, the shape of the leading and trailing edges, as
well as the quarter chord line can be prescribed as arbitrary functions to derive the kite center of mass and moments
of inertia. The kite geometry is specified using shape functions defined relative to the leading edge of the left wing
tip, which is defined as a reference position O, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Kite coordinate system for definition of kite geometry.
Using the defined kite geometry shown in Fig. 5, the center of mass and moments of inertia are calculated by
dividing the kite into a series of rectangular elements. The moments and products of inertia are calculated in a local
coordinate frame for each element and then transformed to the center of mass via the parallel-axis theorem and a
similarity transformation of the inertia matrix. The total inertia tensor is the sum of the individual elements in the
common reference kite body axes. For simplicity, each element is modeled as flat plate with uniform mass
properties.
2. Kite Dynamics
The system model treats the position and attitude of the kite as coordinates. The position is described using
spherical coordinates (L, θ, φ) to make use of previous results for kite-tether models [38]. Note that no detailed
modeling the tether is treated here. Such models are readily available [42,43]. Here, two different models are
distinguished: 1) the bridle lines are not explicitly modeled, 2) bridle lines are modeled. In the case where the bridle

lines are modeled, the spherical coordinates describe the position of the bridle point and not the kite. In either case,
the attitude of the kite is defined relative to the local tether axes (x t , yt , z t ) , shown in Fig. 6.
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The inertial axes are defined as (N , E , D ) with origin O at the base of the tether. The kite position is located by
first rotating the NED frame around the D-axis by ψ into the wind direction. That is, the wind is blowing in the
direction denoted by N ′ in Fig. 7. The tether is then rotated around the −E ′ axis by the in-plane angle θ . Finally,
the tether is rotated by the angle φ around the N ′′ axis.
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Fig. 7. Angular rotation sequences used to obtain the local tether frame.

Using these definitions, the inertial to tether coordinate transformation is obtained as
⎡N ⎤
⎡N ′′′ ⎤ ⎡cos ψ − sin ψ 0⎤ ⎡cos θ 0 − sin θ ⎤ ⎡1
0
0 ⎤⎥ ⎡⎢N ′′′ ⎤⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎢E ⎥ = C n ⎢E ′′′ ⎥ = ⎢ sin ψ cos ψ 0⎥ ⎢ 0
1
0 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢0 cos φ − sin φ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢E ′′′ ⎥⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
t ⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ′′′ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
0
1 ⎥ ⎢ sin θ 0 cos θ ⎥ ⎢0 sin φ cos φ ⎥ ⎢D ′′′ ⎥
⎢⎣D ⎥⎦
⎢⎣D ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0
⎦⎣
⎦⎣
⎦⎣
⎦
⎡cos ψ cos θ − sin ψ cos φ − cos ψ sin θ sin φ sin ψ sin φ − cos ψ sin θ cos φ ⎤ ⎡N ′′′⎤
⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
= ⎢⎢ sin ψ cos θ cos ψ cos φ − sin ψ sin θ sin φ − cos ψ sin φ − sin ψ sin θ cos φ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢E ′′′ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢ ′′′ ⎥
cos θ sin φ
cos θ cos φ
⎢⎣ sin θ
⎥⎦ ⎣⎢D ⎦⎥

(1)

The angle ψ is not a degree of freedom in the system and is thus not included in the derivation of the equations of
motion. However, it becomes useful in the control law design for the system. Therefore, we set ψ = 0 to obtain
⎡cos θ − sin θ sin φ − sin θ cos φ ⎤
⎢
⎥
cos φ
− sin φ ⎥⎥
C tn = ⎢⎢ 0
⎢
⎥
cos θ cos φ ⎥
⎢⎣ sin θ cos θ sin φ
⎦

(2)

From the above definitions, it is evident that the inertial kite position is obtained as a function of the tether length L
as
rk = L sin θ cos φi + L sin φ j − L cos θ cos φk

(3)

The kite velocity is obtained using direct differentiation with respect to time
vk = (L sin θ cos φ + Lθ cos θ cos φ − Lφ sin θ sin φ) i
+ (L sin φ + Lφ cos φ) j

(4)

+ (−L cos θ cos φ + Lθ sin θ cos φ + Lφ cos θ sin φ) k

The equations of motion for the system are derived on the basis that the kite inertia is much smaller than the
combined cable and equivalent inertia of the kite as a point mass ( mL2 effect). This allows the kite translations to be
decoupled from the attitude equations. Note that a rigorous derivation would include the coupling between the kite
angular accelerations and those of the tether.
The equations of motion for the tether (and kite position where bridle is not modeled) are given by [38]

(m

k

+ 13 ρc L ) L2θ cos2 φ + 2 (mk + 12 ρc L ) LL θ cos2 φ
  sin φ cos φ − (m + 1 ρ L ) gL cos φ sin θ = Q k + Q t
−2 (mk + 13 ρc L ) L2θφ
θ
θ
k
2 c

+ 13 ρc L ) L2φ + 2 (mk + 12 ρc L ) LL φ + (mk + 13 ρc L ) L2θ 2 sin φ cos φ

(m

k

−(mk + 12 ρc L ) gL sin φ cos θ = Qφk + Qφt

(m

k

+ ρc L ) L + 12 ρc L2 − (mk + 12 ρc L ) Lφ 2 − (mk + 12 ρc L ) Lθ 2 cos2 φ
+ (mk + ρc L ) g cos φ cos θ = QLk − T

(5)

(6)

(7)

where mk is the kite mass, ρc is the cable line density, and T is the cable tension. The generalized torques due to
aerodynamic forces on the kite are obtained as

Qθk = FNk L cos φ cos θ + FDk L cos φ sin θ

(8)

Qφk = −FNk L sin φ sin θ + FEk L cos φ + FDk L sin φ cos θ

(9)

QLk = FNk cos φ sin θ + FEk sin φ − FDk cos φ cos θ

(10)

where the superscript k refers to the kite. Note that the force components are expressed in the inertial frame. The
drag forces on the tether are derived by dividing the tether into a series of ne elements so that the contributions of
drag from each element can be summed to obtain the total drag force and torque due to the tether. The magnitude of
the relative wind component tangential to the cable is given by
vrel (s ) ⋅ t = L + (−WN (s ))cos φ sin θ + (−WE (s ))sin φ

(11)

where s ∈ ⎡⎢0, L ⎤⎥ denotes the position along the tether measured from the ground. The components of velocity
⎣
⎦
normal to the cable are computed from

vn = vrel (s ) − (vrel (s ) ⋅ t ) t

(12)

The contribution of the tether drag due to the generalized forces are obtained as
ne

Qθt = −∑ 12 ρ jC nd nL vn vn ⋅
j =1
ne

= −∑ ρ jC nd
j =1

j

e

1
2

L
ne

j

= −∑ ρ jC nd
j =1

j

e

L
ne

(13)

j

ne

1
2

∂θ

vn {s j cos φ(−(WN )cos θ + s j θ cos φ)}

Qφt = −∑ 12 ρ jC nd nL vn vn ⋅
j =1
ne

∂rj

j

∂rj
∂φ

(14)

vn {s j (s j φ + WN sin φ sin θ −WE cos φ)}
j

where C n is the cable normal drag coefficient and d is the cable diameter.
The attitude of the kite is defined relative to the tether axes by the rotation sequence: yaw, pitch, roll. The
directions of rotations are chosen to be consistent with that of an aircraft and follow right-hand rotations. The
rotation sequence is as follows: 1) rotation about the z axis by Ψ , 2) rotation about the y ′ axis by Θ , 3) rotation
t

about the x t ′′ axis by

t

Φ.
yb

xb
yt
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zt

Fig. 8. Orientation of the kite body axes.

It should be noted that due to the definition of the tether axes the yaw angle of the kite is nominally
approximately π for the kite to point into the wind. The transformation between the kite body axes and the local
tether frame is given by
⎡cos Ψ cos Θ − sin Ψ cos Φ + cos Ψ sin Θ sin Φ sin Ψ sin Φ + cos Ψ sin Θ cos Φ ⎤
⎢
⎥
C bt = ⎢⎢ sin Ψ cos Θ cos Ψ cos Φ + sin Ψ sin Θ sin Φ − cos Ψ sin Φ + sin Ψ sin Θ cos Φ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
cos Θ sin Φ
cos Θ cos Φ
⎢⎣ − sin Θ
⎥⎦

(15)

The kite is oriented relative to the inertial axes using the transformation matrix defined by
C bn = C tnC bt

(16)

The inertial angular velocity of the kite can be obtained in the kite body frame by taking time derivatives of Eq. (16).
The components of the angular velocity vector are given by
ωx = Φ − Ψ sin Θ − θ (sin φ sin Θ + sin Ψ cos φ cos Θ) + φ cos Ψ cos Θ
 cos Φ + θ (sin Φ sin φ cos Θ − cos φ sin Θ sin Φ sin Ψ − cos φ cos Ψ cos Φ)
ω = Ψ cos Θ sin Φ + Θ
y

+φ (sin Θ cos Ψ sin Φ − sin Ψ cos Φ)
 sin Φ + φ (cos Ψ cos Φ sin Θ + sin Ψ sin Φ)
ωz = Ψ cos Θ cos Φ − Θ
+θ (cos Ψ sin Φ cos φ − sin Ψ cos Φ cos φ sin Θ + cos Φ sin φ cos Θ)

(17)

Note that these include contributions from the angular rates of the kite about the tether axes as well as the angular
rates due to the tether axes. The Euler angles describing the kite orientation relative to the tether axes can be
obtained be rearranging Eq. (17) as follows
pL = ωx + θ (sin φ sin Θ + sin Ψ cos φ cos Θ) − φ cos Ψ cos Θ
q = ω − θ (sin Φ sin φ cos Θ − cos φ sin Θ sin Φ sin Ψ − cos φ cos Ψ cos Φ)
L

y

−φ (sin Θ cos Ψ sin Φ − sin Ψ cos Φ)
rL = ωz − φ (cos Ψ cos Φ sin Θ + sin Ψ sin Φ)
−θ (cos Ψ sin Φ cos φ − sin Ψ cos Φ cos φ sin Θ + cos Φ sin φ cos Θ)

(18)

The “local” rates defined by Eq. (18) can then be integrated using the following differential equations
Φ = pL + tan Θ sin Φq L + tan Θ cos ΦrL
 = q cos Φ − r sin Φ
Θ
L

L

(19)

Ψ = q L sec Θ sin Φ + rL sec Θ cos Φ

These suffer from the well-known singularities at pitch angles of ±90 degrees. To avoid this, the kite attitude is
represented using quaternions. The quaternion vector can be obtained from the Euler angles as follows
q1 = cos ( Φ2 ) cos ( Θ2 ) cos ( Ψ2 ) + sin ( Φ2 ) sin ( Θ2 ) sin ( Ψ2 )
q 2 = sin ( Φ2 ) cos ( Θ2 ) cos ( Ψ2 ) − cos ( Φ2 ) sin ( Θ2 ) sin ( Ψ2 )

q 3 = cos ( Φ2 ) sin ( Θ2 ) cos ( Ψ2 ) + sin ( Φ2 ) cos ( Θ2 ) sin ( Ψ2 )
q 4 = cos ( Φ2 ) cos ( Θ2 ) sin ( Ψ2 ) − sin ( Φ2 ) sin ( Θ2 ) cos ( Ψ2 )

(20)

The evolution of the quaternions is obtained by the following differential equations
q1 =
q2 =
q3 =
q4 =

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

(−q p − q q − q r )
(q p − q q + q r )
(q p + q q − q r )
(−q p + q q + q r )
2 L

3 L

4 L

1 L

4 L

3 L

4 L

1 L

2 L

3 L

2 L

(21)

1 L

The system equations are derived based on the assumption that the contribution of the kite rotational inertia to the
overall tether dynamics is negligible. Hence, the rotational equations are solved as

 I k ω ⎤⎥
ω = I k−1 ⎡⎣⎢M k − ω
⎦

(22)

where
⎡ 0
⎢
 = ⎢⎢ ωz
ω
⎢
⎢⎣−ωy

−ωz
0
ωx

ωy ⎤⎥
−ωx ⎥⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎦

(23)

I k is the kite inertia tensor, and M k is the vector of external moments acting on the kite.

3. Kite Forces and Moments
The velocity at the kite is given in inertial coordinates by
vk = (L sin θ cos φ + Lθ cos θ cos φ − Lφ sin θ sin φ) i
+ (L sin φ + Lφ cos φ) j

(24)

+ (−L cos θ cos φ + Lθ sin θ cos φ + Lφ cos θ sin φ) k

If the components of the kite velocity are known in the inertial coordinates then the spherical rates can be obtained
from Eq. (24) as follows
L = vN sin θ cos φ + vE sin φ − vD cos θ cos φ
cos θ
sin θ
+ vD
θ = vN
L cos φ
L cos φ
v
v
v
φ = − N sin φ sin θ + E cos φ + D sin φ cos θ
L
L
L

(25)

The velocity relative to the wind is given by
vrel = vk − vw

(26)

The relative velocity can be obtained in the kite body frame as follows
T

k
vrel
= ⎡⎢C bn ⎤⎥ vrel
⎣ ⎦

(27)

The kite angle of attack and sideslip angle can be expressed as
⎛ v k ⋅ k ⎞⎟
⎜
α = tan−1 ⎜⎜ rel
⎟⎟
k
⎜⎝ vrel
⋅ i ⎠⎟⎟
k
k
⋅ j / vrel
β = sin−1(vrel
)

(28)

The kite is controlled by differential steering lines on each side of the kite as shown in Fig. 9. If the position of the
steering actuators are normalized by the chord length with a positive deflection defined as towards the trailing edge,
then the kite forces can be approximated by

C L = C L + C L α + C L (0.5(δL + δR ) − δac ) + C L
α

0

δ

ωyc

q

C D = C D + C D α + C D α2 + C D (0.5(δL + δR ) − δac ) + C D
α

0

δ

α2

q

ωzb

CY = CY β + CY (δR − δL ) + CY
β

δ

2 vrel

r

(29)

2 vrel
ωyc
2 vrel

ωxb

+ CY

p

2 vrel

(30)

(31)

Fig. 9. Kite steering mechanism.
where δac is the position of the kite aerodynamic center. These equations model the fact that the lift is increased
when the steering actuators move towards the trailing edge and decrease when moved towards the leading edge.
Furthermore, differential steering induces side forces on the kite due to deformations, which is modeled in Eq. (31).
The transformation of lift and drag coefficients to the kite body frame are obtained as
C X = C D cos α − C L sin α
C Z = C L cos α + C D sin α

(32)

The moment coefficients are assumed to be of the form
Cl = Cl + Cl β + Cl
0

β

ωxb
p

2 vrel

+ Cl

r

ωzb
2 vrel

+ C l (δR − δL )
δ

(33)

Cm = Cm + Cm α + Cm
α

0

q

Cn = Cn + Cn β + Cn
β

0

ωyc
2 vrel
ωxb

p

2 vrel

+ C m (0.5(δL + δR ) − δac )
δ

+ Cn

r

ωzb

+ C n (δR − δL )

2 vrel

δ

(34)

(35)

The forces as computed in the kite body frame are transformed into the inertial frame for use with Eqs. (8) through
(10).
C. Multi-Plate Flexible Model
Rigid kite models neglect some of the fundamental behavior of real kites. A real kite continually deforms in
response to control inputs, making the static definitions of angle of attack and sideslip difficult to reconcile. Hence,
simple linear aerodynamic relationships are likely to be inappropriate apart from relatively small motions. In
addition, the center of gravity is not a fixed point, but continually moves as the kite deforms. To overcome some of
these limitations, [44,45] presented a kite model that takes into such deformations in a crude way. It divides the kite
into a series of hinged flat plates, as shown in Fig. 10.
y

yb
xb

x

z

jth plate

j

j

zb

j

bridle mass

Fig. 10. Multiple flat plate kite model.
In the multi-plate kite model, each plate is hinged at the leading edge. The equations of motion are derived with
the yaw angles of each plate constrained to be equal. A bridle mass is used to allow the simulation of movable
attachment points on the sides of the kite. The procedure for deriving the equations of motion using Lagrange’s
equations is given in [44]. The resulting equations of motion are quite complex. Fig. 11 shows numerical
simulation results of a basic LQR controller applied to stabilize the kite motion in the presence of gusts using a 4
plate kite representation.

Fig. 11. Four-plate kite model simulation.
D. Higher Order Models
The next step up from the flat plate representation is a lumped parameter or finite element implementation. A
lumped parameter implementation is possible, whereby the kite is discretized into a series of point mass connected
via viscoelastic springs [46]. This is similar to the methodology that has long been used to model cable dynamics
[42]. A finite element implementation would discretize the kite into plate, beam, or truss elements or some
combination of them. Such models tend to be quite computationally intensive, but would be applicable for high
fidelity simulations of closed-loop controllers.
E. Vortex-Lattice Aerodynamic Analysis of Kite Shape
In order to utilize the rigid kite model derived in B above, some rough aerodynamic parameters are required. A
first order analysis was performed using the Tornado vortex-lattice software [47]. The analysis is performed using
MATLAB, with the kite geometry defined using the approach shown in Fig. 5. The results are summarized in Fig.
12 and Table 1.
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Fig. 12. Pressure coefficient distribution over kite.
Table 1. Aerodynamic Properties of Surf Kite Determined Using Vortex-Lattice Method*
Parameter
S

Estimated Value
11.92

Units
m2

CY

0.227

/(rad/s)

Cl

-0.49

/rad

β

Cl

-0.15

/(rad/s)

p

0.073

/(rad/s)

-0.60

/rad

Cm

-0.165

/(rad/s)

Cn

-0.027

/rad

β

Cn

-0.007

/(rad/s)

p

-0.002

/(rad/s)

r

1.46

c

8.37

b

2.17

CL

m
m
/rad

α

r

CL

-0.82

CD

0.118

/(rad/s)

q

/rad

α

-0.046

CY

-1.57

/(rad/s)

q

/rad

β

-0.476
p

Cm

α

q

CD

CY

Cl

/(rad/s)

Cn

r

*Measured in Tornado axis system

IV. Numerical Simulations & Flight Test Data
In this section, results of numerical simulations of a proprietary kite controller are presented using a kite model
with parameters identified from flight data. The test setup to obtain flight data consists of two GPS units – one is
attached to the kite on one of the steering mechanisms, and the second is located on the ground at the ground station.
The ground-based GPS was not configured to act as a differential GPS base station due to constraints on the
hardware. Instead, the GPS latitude, longitude and height of the base station were logged and a local difference is
performed on the processed readings. This is reasonable when both receivers are identical and have the same

satellites in view. The positions of the steering mechanisms were also logged. All data is logged on a laptop
computer at the ground station. A joystick is used to steer the kite, with all transmission of data achieved using
wireless communications.
The logged data is converted from latitude, longitude, and altitude into relative North, East, Down coordinates.
The velocity provided by the GPS units is in the Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed frame, which is converted into the
local level NED frame via the following equation
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡ 
⎤
⎢vN ⎥ ⎢− sin δ cos λ − sin δ sin λ cos δ ⎥ ⎢X ECEF ⎥
⎢v ⎥ = ⎢ − sin λ
⎢
⎥
⎥
cos λ
0 ⎥ ⎢YECEF ⎥
⎢ E⎥ ⎢
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎢⎣vD ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣− cos δ cos λ − cos δ sin λ − sin δ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣Z ECEF ⎥⎦

(36)

where the latitude δ and longitude λ are those of the reference point.
A. Flight Test Results
A typical set of flight data is shown in Figs. 13 to 15. This particular data set was obtained with a windspeed of
approximately 14 knots.
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Fig. 13. Three-dimensional trajectory of kite.
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B. Model Identification Approach
Using the position, velocity, and acceleration, the kite parameters can be estimated using numerical optimization.
We briefly describe the basis of one particular approach here, although we have implemented different strategies to
derive kite parameters from test data. First, the kite position is used to derive the spherical coordinates of the kite
(L, θ, φ) . The spherical rates are also obtained from the kite velocity in inertial coordinates via Eq. (25). The
accelerations are then transformed into the tether frame, and the equations of motion are inverted to calculate the
kite forces. Knowledge of the kite forces and orientation and rate of rotation of the local tether frame allows the
attitude motion to be derived. This is an iterative process as the kite parameters are adjusted to obtain a realistic
attitude response of the kite with a minimum residual in the kite forces.
C. Numerical Simulation Results
Using the derived kite model, a closed-loop controller was designed that takes the kite position and velocity data
from GPS and outputs the demanded steering actuator positions to steer the kite along a desired trajectory. In this
paper, we show simulation results of the kite following a figure-of-eight trajectory. The controller is able to
compensate for unsteady winds and is robust to large disturbances. Fig. 16 shows snapshots of an animation of the
kite trajectory. The initial conditions have the kite pointed into the wind in equilibrium. When the controller is
started, it immediately steers the kite towards the desired trajectory and converges with close to critical damping.
The kite tracks the desired trajectory extremely well despite relatively large variations in the wind speed
components, as shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 16. Closed-loop control of kite with large initial error and unsteady winds.
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Fig. 17. Wind components in the inertial frame.
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V. Conclusions
Kite systems allow energy to be extracted from winds at higher altitudes than can be reached with conventional
wind turbines and at much lower cost per kilowatt hour. The key enabler for the technology is robust control of the
kite system. For efficient power generation, optimal trajectories must be flown in real-time. The trajectories need to
adapt to changing wind conditions, and hence reliable system models are needed to make accurate predictions. This
paper has presented different types of kite models. To enable low-level control design, models that can successfully
map actuator outputs to system forces are essential. Test data gathered using only GPS can be used to fit
approximate parameters to the kite. Simulations of the system under closed-loop control show robust tracking
control.
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